HELO HIMALAYA

HELO HIMALAYA
TAKING THE SAUNA TO NEW HEIGHTS
Himalaya – the name of the legendary mountain range means ”home of the snow”. Like its
namesake, the secret of Helo’s Himalaya also lies in the natural water cycle. The new sauna heater
conceals a water container featuring ingenious BWT technology, which humidiﬁes the sauna
cabin while the heater is warming the room. So when you climb up onto the benches, the air is
already pleasantly humid and you can feel the rich warmth on your skin.
With Himalaya, even milder sauna temperatures of just 65-70 degrees Celsius are highly
enjoyable and relaxing. Children enjoy it, too. And if you want, you can increase the sauna
temperature – or simply throw water on the sauna stones for more warmth. One hundred
kilograms of rock react immediately to your command.
The attractive stove is 103 cm high with a width of 33 cm and comes in matte black or chrome.
The Himalaya can be installed on the ﬂoor next to a wall. Alternatively, you can integrate the
heater into the benches using a glass, soapstone or steel ﬁtting collar. The steel collar is available
in chrome or matte black to match the colour of the heater.
Himalaya heaters are meant for sauna cabins measuring 5-15 m3. Helo Himalaya is digitally
controlled using Midi controller. Midi control unit can be installed inside the sauna room.
You can also add aromatic sauna scents into the water container or put some salt on top of it.
Put a little variation into your sauna experience.

MODEL

POWER
(kW)

SAUNA
SIZE (m3)

MINIMUM DISTANCES (mm)
ceiling / sides

HELO HIMALAYA 701 DE

6.8

5.0 - 9.0

880 / 60

HELO HIMALAYA 901 DE

9.0

8.0 - 13.0

880 / 60

HELO HIMALAYA 1051 DE

10.5

9.0 - 15.0

880 / 60

WIDTH (mm)

HEIGHT (mm)

DEPTH (mm)

330

1030

330

For more information, contact your nearest Helo dealer: www.helosauna.com

